
From pre-fabricated modular shelter systems to 
umbrellas and poolside cabanas, Shelter Outdoor 
has what it takes to keep your outdoor dining and 
pool areas producing, regardless of the weather.

outdoor shelters  |  umbrellas  |  poolside cabanas

No Matter The Weather,
No Matter The Place...
We’ve Got You Covered.



SHELTERS

A unique concept, the modular prefabricated Shelter system can fit a variety of configurations. Simply provide architectural drawings of your 

space and our designers will configure a shelter that will fit your space and your needs perfectly.  With a variety of options to choose from, 

Shelter provides a unique way to keep your patio or poolside areas producing while protecting your customers from the weather.

FEATURES:

Modular design is freestanding or can be wall mounted

Multiple units can be joined together to cover larger areas

Motorized aluminum louvers provide adjustable protection against sun and rain

Totally closed, the louvered roof blades provide a flat, weatherproof ceiling

Optional side screens are integrated into the frame for a seamless look

Motorized side screens allow you to adjust for the weather

Variety of optional side screen materials from solid to screen fabric

Wind tunnel tested for winds up to 125 MPH





ACCESSORIES

LED Lights          Rain Sensor
LED strip or adjustable spot lighting can be mounted 
in the louvers or around the frame perimeter. White or 

color changing light options are available.

         Rain sensor automatically closes the 
       louvers when it starts to rain.

Wind Sensor           Infrared Heater
Wind sensor automatically raises side 

panels when heavy winds are detected.
           2000 Watt heaters can be mounted 

         to frame.



ACCESSORIES

Cover Lights
Protects the pole and umbrella 

in all weather.
LED’s can be installed in the center 

of the umbrella. 

Rain Gutters Infrared Heater
Rain gutters with zippers can easily 

 connect several umbrellas.
Up to 4 heating units can be mounted 

to one multi-pole.

The patented One Move™ System is a 

pole mechanism that raises or lowers the 

umbrella in a single movement. Thanks to 

its gas spring, the umbrellas can be lifted 

effortlessly with basically the tip of a 

finger, as opposed to standing on a chair 

to crank up an umbrella.

UMBRELLAS

The perfect shade solution for poolside or outdoor dining, our Saule Umbrellas 

are available in a variety of standard Sunbrella colors and can be custom ordered 

with your name or logo . With options like heaters, LED lights and gutters, the 

Saule Umbrella can be customized to fit your space perfectly.



Available in two standard sizes, 11.5’ x 11.5’ and 

10’ x 11.5’,  our cabanas are sure to make a splash 

poolside. With an easily retractable canvas roof, 

optional side curtains and durable aluminum frame, 

these Cabanas were designed with beauty and 

function in mind.

CABANAS
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